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We develop a novel forecast quality measure that is designed to reflect the complicated
3-dimensional structure of biomass burning plumes and use it to evaluate the quality of
the plume forecasts that were produced during the “Quantifying the impact of BOReal
forest fires on Tropospheric oxidants over the Atlantic using Aircraft and Satellites”
(BORTAS) project. In recent years, several approaches have been developed to quantify
numerical forecast uncertainties, but most are designed for 2-dimensional fields and
do not consider the 3-dimensional structure of plumes, in particular the altitude of
individual plume features. Here, we extend a displacement-based method to include the
vertical dimension. The algorithm calculates the 3-dimensional displacement that would
be needed to transform the forecast field into the observed field. This displacement
then forms the basis for a quantitative forecast quality measure. This method is used to
evaluate model forecasts of boreal wildfire plumes within the BORTAS project. During
the BORTAS intense measurement campaign (July to August 2011), forecasts of carbon
monoxide concentrations from boreal biomass burning over North America and the
North Atlantic were produced twice daily over several weeks using the NASA GEOS5 model for operational purposes. We analyse the quality of the forecasts and discuss
areas and meteorological situations that influence the local forecast quality.
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• Neighbourhood or fuzzy methods apply a smoothing filter,

Introduction

and the traditional verification statistics are then applied to
In recent years, a number of methods for evaluating the quality of

the smoothed fields.

numerical model forecasts have been developed (for an overview,

• Scale separation or decomposition use bandpass filters (e.g.

see Gilleland et al. (2010b,a)). Besides traditional statistical

Fourier or wavelet analysis) and then compare the fields

measures, many have looked at characterising certain spatial

with traditional verification methods, allowing to quantify

features of particular interest, for example predicting the location

the scale-depending uncertainty.

of thunderstorms or rainfall areas. In many of these cases, the

• Feature- or object-based methods identify particular

quantity of interest is two-dimensional (a geographical area), and

features, e.g. cloud features or rain systems, and compare

the forecast quality measures are therefore also based on two-

their properties in the forecast and observation field.

dimensional fields. However, plumes from point emission sources

Many methods associate the features with relatively simple

can have a complicated three-dimensional structure, and it is

geometric shapes whose basic features (area, orientation,

valuable to evaluate forecasting errors not only in the horizontal,

aspect ratio etc.) have unambiguous definitions (e.g., Davis

but also in the vertical. Therefore, in the next section we extend

et al. 2006a,b).

an existing forecast quality measure, developed by Keil and Craig
(2007), to include the third dimension.

• Field deformation techniques attempt to find a deformation

or displacement vector field which, when applied to the

As a test case, we use model experiments on the spread of

forecast field, optimizes its match with the observed

plumes from boreal biomass burning in Canada 2011, performed

field. The deformation field can then be further analysed.

as part of the project “Quantifying the impact of Boreal fires on

This problem is similar to the optical flow problem

tropospheric oxidants over the Atlantic using aircraft and satellites

in image processing, although algorithms from image

(BORTAS)” (Palmer et al. 2013). However, we anticipate that the

processing have to be adapted to meteorological situations,

forecast quality measure developed in this paper will also prove

as the continuity constraints differ. Field deformation

useful in other applications where three-dimensional structure is

techniques for forecast verification are a comparatively

important. Examples include pollution plumes from natural and

recent development and were introduced by Keil and Craig

anthropogenic point sources, but also volcanic plumes, where the

(2007) and Marzban and Sandgathe (2010).

precise shape of the ash layer in different altitudes is of particular
relevance to air traffic (e. g. Devenish et al. 2012).

Methods in the different categories differ in the types of

There is a wide range of forecast quality measures for different

uncertainty information that they provide and are therefore

purposes (see Gilleland et al. 2010b,a). Traditional gridpoint-

appropriate for different use cases. All methods quantify intensity

based verification statistics have disadvantages when applied to

uncertainty, but in different ways. The neighbourhood and scale

fields with strong spatial variation. For example, if a feature is

separation methods also provide measures of the scale-dependent

forecast with correct intensity and size, but at a wrong location

variation of model skill, but they typically provide no location

(“location error”), then gridpoint-based verification measures will

uncertainty. Feature-based and field deformation techniques, on

give poor error scores both at the predicted and the actual location

the other hand, can be used if one is interested in the location

(“double penalty” problem) while ignoring the correct properties,

uncertainty (for a more detailed discussion of the differences,

even though size and intensity may be more relevant for the user’s

see Gilleland et al. (2010a)). A field deformation method

purpose. Therefore, spatial verifications have been developed in

is appropriate for plumes: location errors are highly relevant

recent years to reflect the properties of spatial features that are of

for applications, but due to their complicated structure with

interest to the user. Most of these methods can be classified into

strong intensity differences, interesting features cannot easily be

four categories (Keil and Craig 2009; Gilleland et al. 2010a):

associated with simple geometric shapes.
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Following the recommendations of the “Guide to the expression

was discussed in Keil and Craig (2007)). The subsampling

of uncertainties in measurements” (BIPM 2008), forecast quality

factor should generally be larger than the typical size of

measures are generally estimates of uncertainty, but it is also

characteristic features and their location error between the

common in the literature to refer to them as error estimates.

two fields. It is generally less problematic to chose a larger

To be consistent with earlier literature, we continue to use the

Fmax ; this would tend to produce a zero displacement in

term “error” for some of the measures instead of “uncertainty

the first iteration step, although it may increase the risk of

measure”.

large displacement artefacts in some situations. Note that

This paper is organised as follows. We first develop a field

for large F , the averaging in the vertical direction may

deformation technique for plume forecast verification (section 2).

simply produce the total column average, reducing the first

In section 3 we define a number of test cases with simplified

iteration steps essentially to the familiar two-dimensional

geometric plume geometries as well as realistic test cases based

problem.

on model results generated during the BORTAS campaign. The

−−→
• An estimate of the deformation vector field DIS(x, y, z)

method is then applied to these test cases in section 4, to test

is calculated from these downscaled fields. The forecast

the algorithm and show that it provides useful information about

field is shifted by up to 2 pixels in all directions, and for

different types of forecast uncertainties. We conclude in section 5.

each pixel the weighted root mean squared error (RMS)
between the observed and the shifted forecast field is

2.
2.1.

Methods

calculated over a local neighbourhood; the minimum of the

A pyramidal matching algorithm and forecast quality

RMS error defines the first estimate of the displacement
vector for that pixel. The local neighbourhood is defined

measure

by a cuboid with a horizontal edge length of 2sh + 1
The algorithm presented here is based on a 2-dimensional
deformation-based method developed by Keil and Craig (2007)
and Zinner et al. (2008). They used a pyramidal subsampling
scheme as an efficient way of finding matching features in two
fields to calculate the displacement field that is needed to morph
the forecast field into the observed field. Our paper extends their
algorithm to three dimensions. The displacement field is found
with an iterative “pyramidal” scheme, in which the two fields are
first subsampled at lower resolution to obtain a first estimate of
the deformation field. This estimate is then iteratively improved
by increasing the resolution of the input fields. The detailed steps
are as follows:

and a height of 2sv + 1, centred around the pixel in
question, where sh and sv are the horizontal and vertical
support sizes, both set to 2 in this paper. The root
mean squared error is calculated using a Gaussian weight
o
 n 2
2
2
within the local
w(i, j, k) = exp − sih + sjh + skv
neighbourhood.
• The forecast field is deformed (morphed) using the
−−→
deformation vector field DIS(x, y, z).
• The deformed field is used as the input to the next iteration

step. The subsampling level is reduced by 1, and a new
deformation vector is calculated using the downscaled
deformed forecast and the downscaled observation field.

• The original images are downscaled by averaging a cube

of pixels of size 2F in each direction, where we call 2F

• These steps are repeated, until F = 0 is reached (i.e. the full

resolution image is used).

the subsampling factor and F the subsampling level. The
−−→

first iteration step uses the largest subsampling level Fmax ;

The total displacement vector field DIS(x, y, z) is then the

the subsampling factor determines the search radius within

sum of the displacement fields for each subsampling level. It

which matching features are found. There is no obvious

can be interpreted directly as an estimate of the (directional)

algorithmic way to determine Fmax ; a suitable value has

location uncertainty. Keil and Craig (2007) noted, however, that

to be chosen by the user (for the 2-dimensional case, this

the displacement vector alone can be misleading in certain cases:
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if a feature is present in one image, but absent in the other, then

in observation/forecast space is given by

the algorithm will not find a match, resulting in a displacement
of zero, although this situation would represent a clear failure

AMPobs/fct =

1
nobs/fct

of the forecast. Such errors have to be captured by including an

#1/2

"
X

AMPobs/fct (x, y, z)

2

.

A

uncertainty measure based on amplitude (intensity) differences
into the Forecast Quality Measure (FQM).
Subsequently, Keil and Craig (2009) noted that two distinct
types of mismatches can occur: observed features may not be
present in the forecast field, and the forecast field may contain

The normalisation with respect to nobs/fct makes the scores
insensitive to the volume of the verification domain that does not
contain plumes. The total displacement and amplitude errors are
defined as the weighed averages:

features that are not present in the observations. For systems in
DIS =

which this can occur, the matching the matching algorithm should



1
nobs DISobs + nfct DISfct
(nobs + nfct )

be applied twice: in “observation space” (i.e. keeping the observed
field fixed and morphing the forecast field onto it) and in “forecast

and

space” (morphing the observed field onto the forecast). Features
AMP =

that were missed in the forecast would lead to a high uncertainty



1
n AMPobs + nfct AMPfct .
(nobs + nfct ) obs

score in observation space, whereas “false alarms” would appear
as high uncertainty in forecast space.

To make these two error scores comparable, they are

Combining these considerations, Keil and Craig (2009)

normalised with typical scales that depend on the application

developed a forecast quality measure that is based on

and the type of features that are of interest. Keil and Craig

displacement and amplitude errors both in observation space and

(2009) normalise the displacement score by the maximal search

forecast space. This displacement and amplitude score (DAS)

distance Dmax (equivalent to the maximal subsampling factor of

can easily be extended to three dimensions, and is calculated as

the matching algorithm, scaled by the grid resolution), and the the

follows. The image matching algorithm is applied, morphing the

amplitude score by a characteristic intensity I0 , which could be

forecast field onto the observed field, to obtain a displacement

chosen as the RMS of the amplitude of the observed field. If a

−−→
vector in observation space DISobs (x, y, z) and its magnitude

single measure of the forecast quality is desired, the two scores

field, the scalar displacement error field DISobs (x, y, z) =

can then be combined into the displacement-amplitude score

−−→
|DISobs (x, y, z)|. Furthermore, a scalar amplitude error field
AMPobs (x, y, z) is defined as the RMS error between the

DAS =

DIS
AMP
+
Dmax
I0

morphed forecast field and the observed field. Both fields are set
to zero wherever the observations are zero (or below a certain
threshold). Similarly, the scalar error fields in forecast space

The matching algorithm uses parameters that have to be

DISfct (x, y, z) and AMPfct (x, y, z) are calculated by morphing

set appropriately. The maximal subsampling level Fmax (with

the observed field onto the forecast field. The mean displacement

separate values for the vertical and the horizontal) defines the

error in observation/forecast space is then defined as

maximal possible search radius. It should be chosen to be large
enough to accommodate typical displacements; if it is too small,

DISobs/fct =

1

X

nobs/fct

A

DISobs/fct (x, y, z),

valid matches are not found. On the other hand, larger values can
lead to false matches if the field has several distinct features of

where nobs/fct is the number of nonzero values in observa-

similar shape. In the case of biomass burning plumes, we found

tion/forecast space, and A is the verification domain, a model

that this is not generally an issue and the results are not sensitive

subdomain that contains the plumes. The scalar amplitude score

to this parameter.
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resolution of 1/2◦ (latitude) times 2/3◦ (longitude) grid with 72
vertical levels. The model setup is described in more detail in

For this case study, the algorithm was programmed in NCL,

Palmer et al. (2013) and Parrington et al. (2012).

the NCAR Command Language (Brown et al. 2012). The
deformation (morphing) of the forecast field using the calculated
displacement is done as follows: each grid value of the
concentration field is moved to a new grid cell, depending on

All test cases were defined on this model grid. Each test case
consists of two fields – the forecast field and the comparandum
field – which are being compared. Two kinds of test cases are
used: synthetic geometric test cases, and realistic test cases.

the local displacement vector. This distorts the gridded field in
a way that each grid cell may now contain none or several values.
For each non-empty cell, the average is calculated. Finally, empty
grid cells are filled using Poisson’s equation to create a continuous
concentration field.

The geometric test cases (“geom”) are a set of test cases
with simple geometry that represent a range of typical situations
and typical forecast errors. These cases were inspired by the
two-dimensional test cases developed by the Spacial Verification
Methods Inter-Comparison Project (ICP, Keil and Craig (2009))
and adapted to the three-dimensional situation. The comparandum

3.

Test cases and data
is a spherical plume, and the forecast fields are derived from the

As a displacement-based matching algorithm is applied here for

comparandum by modifying the location and concentration of the

the first time in three dimensions to plume forecasts, we used a

spherical plume. While the discontinuous concentration of these

number of test cases to investigate the usefulness of the calculated

geometric test cases is somewhat unrealistic for biomass burning

quality measures. Two groups of test cases were used: synthetic

plumes, it is useful for identifying edge-effects in the methods.

fields with simple geometry, and more complex test cases based

To evaluate the method in a more realistic situation, the realistic

on plume forecasts from the BORTAS project. In this section

test cases are based directly on CO forecasts from biomass

we define the different test cases; the results from the LFQM

burning produced during BORTAS. The test cases “evo” are based

calculation are then shown in section 4.

on the plume evolution within a single model run over different

While it is generally desirable to evaluate model skills by

periods, so that the forecast and the comparandum fields are

comparison with real observations, in this paper we compare

related by the actual (model) advection. This allows us to compare

different model outputs and do not use observations directly, as

the calculated displacement with the displacement that is to be

the main aim of the paper is to develop a method for comparison

expected from the model transport. The test cases “lead” compare

of full 3-dimensional fields, while direct CO observations are

forecasts with different lead times for the same target time and are

generally available as point or line measurements. From hereafter,

therefore most representative for the intended use of the LFQM

the field we use to compare to the forecast is called the

calculations.
The different test cases are summarised in Table 1, and

“comparandum” to emphasise these are not direct observations.
However, for the realistic test cases the comparandum is usually
the model run with the shortest lead time which is therefore closest

described in detail in the supplementary material.
4.

Results

to the actual fields.
For operational flight planning during BORTAS, forecasts of
the concentration of carbon monoxide from biomass burning

In this section we discuss the results from applying the matching
algorithm to the test cases defined above.

were provided by the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office
4.1.

Geometric test cases

(GMAO) at NASA Goddard, using the NASA Goddard Earth
Observing System version 5 (GEOS-5) with fire emissions

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the results from the matching algorithm

estimates from the Quick Fire Emissions Dataset (QFED)

for one of the test cases, geom-E15-H2, in detail; Figures S6 and

(Rienecker et al. 2008). The meteorological fields have a

S7 give an overview over the other (simpler) cases.
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Table 1. Summary of the different test cases.

test case

description

geom-...
geom-E15
geom-H2
geom-E15-H2
geom-E15-H2-conc50
geom-hor30
geom-ver30

geometric test cases
forecast is 15 gridpoints (10◦ ) too far to the East
forecast is 2 levels too high
forecast is 15 gridpoints (10◦ ) too far East and 2 levels too high
as geom-E15-H2, additionally the concentration is 50% too high
horizontal extent of the forecast plume is 30% too large
vertical extent of the forecast plume is 30% too large

evo-...

test cases based on plume evolution within single model run
comparandum: 2011-07-21 00:00
evolution of a plume over 3 hours
2011-07-21 00:00
evolution of a plume over 12 hours
2011-07-21 00:00

2011-07-21 13:30
2011-07-21 10:30
2011-07-21 01:30

test cases based on forecasts with different lead times
comparandum: 2011-07-21 12:00
two forecasts with 12 hour difference in lead time 2011-07-21 00:00
two forecasts with 24 hour difference in lead time 2011-07-20 12:00
two forecasts with 48 hour difference in lead time 2011-07-19 12:00

2011-07-21 13:30
2011-07-21 13:30
2011-07-21 13:30
2011-07-21 13:30

evo-3
evo-12
lead-...
lead-12
lead-24
lead-48

model start

forecast time

Test case geom-E15-H2 illustrates the matching algorithm. In

area, and in particular as a large non-zero vertical displacement in

this case, the forecast is 15 grid points (≈ 10◦ ) to the east and 2

an area at 55◦ to 60◦ W. Again, Keil and Craig (2009) show similar

levels higher than the comparandum, so a perfect displacement

numerical issues for the 2-dimensional case (see their Figure 2).

algorithm would return a uniform displacement field with a

In principle, it would be possible to add additional continuity

horizontal error of 15 grid points, and a vertical error of 2 grid

constraints to the algorithm to avoid these artefacts, but they do

points. Figure 1 shows the calculated displacement. In the region

not pose a problem in the realistic test cases, and in large areas

of the plume (both the forecast and the comparandum location),

of constant background concentration of the geometric test cases,

the horizontal and the vertical displacement are almost constant

the LFQM and other error quantities should be discarded outside

and have the expected magnitude. When this displacement is

the region of the plumes.

applied to the forecast field, the warped forecast (third panel
from top) also shows a good match with the comparandum

The amplitude error for test case geom-E15-H2 is, as expected,

(second panel); the difference between the warped forecast and the

close to zero. Small errors appear around the edge of the plume

comparandum is very small (bottom panels). On the eastern edge,

as a consequence of the residual warping errors discussed above.

the warped image shows some residual errors; Keil and Craig

Consequently, the total LFQM is dominated by the horizontal and

(2009) report similar numerical issues at the feature boundaries

vertical displacement errors.

for the 2-dimensional method. They result from interpolation steps
in the warping algorithm and are difficult to avoid for features

Figures 3 and 4 give an overview over the main results from

with artificially discontinuous changes, but less problematic for

all geometric test cases. Figures S6 and S7 show the warped

real cases where the concentration changes are more continuous.

forecast after applying the calculated displacement as an indicator
for how good the displacement calculation reproduces the actual

Outside the plume, in regions of constant background

displacement. As in test case geom-E15-H2 discussed above,

concentration, the pyramidal matching algorithm can return

generally the warped forecast matches the comparandum closely,

erroneous matches due to small numerical errors, as the RMS

with some residual errors near the edge of the plume. For test

of the shifted field has no (real) local minima. These erroneous

case geom-E15-H2-conc50 (where, in addition to a displacement,

matches appear as unrealistically large non-zero displacements.

the concentration is also 50% too high), this residual error is

In test case geom-H15-E2, such erroneous matches can be seen

particularly noticeable in the lowest layer of the plume, but the

in a few places in the horizontal displacement around the plume

overall displacement is not affected.
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Forecast

Comparandum

Warped Forecast

Horizontal displacement

Vertical displacement

Figure 1. The calculated displacement for the geometric test case geom-E15-H2. Left column: Map at 500 hPa; right column: profile at a latitude of 45◦ N. From
top to bottom: the forecast, the comparandum, the warped forecast after applying the calculated displacement, the calculated horizontal displacement and the vertical
displacements.

The calculated displacement and amplitude errors (Figures 3

4.2.

Realistic test cases

and 3) are also generally what is expected. test cases geom-E15,
geom-H2 and geom-E15-H2 reproduce an approximately uniform

Figures 5, 6, S8 and S9 show the warped forecasts for the test

horizontal and/or vertical displacement within the plume area,

cases evo-3 and evo-12 and the calculated errors. In the evo-3

whereas geom-hor30 produces a convergent displacement in a

case, the algorithm mostly finds matches between the forecast

torus around the plume edge.

and comparandum and displaces the forecast accordingly. In
Figure 5, the plume filaments near 45◦ W are generally warped
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Figure 2. Uncertainty quantities for the geometric test case geom-E15-H2, derived from the calculated displacement (see Figure 1). All panels show values at 500 hPa.
The left column refers to horizontal displacements, the middle column to vertical displacements; showing (from top to bottom) the actual displacement, the absolute
displacement errors, and the bottom panels show the scaled displacement errors. The right column shows the absolute amplitude error (top) and the scaled amplitude error
(middle). The bottom right panel shows the LFQM which combines the scaled errors.

geom-E15

geom-H2

geom-E15-H2

Figure 3. The horizontal and vertical displacement errors and the amplitude errors for the geometric test cases geom-E15, geom-H2 and geom-E15-H2 (from top to
bottom). Vertical profiles (45◦ N) are only shown for relevant cases. Left column: horizontal displacement error, middle column: vertical displacement error, right column:
amplitude error.
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geom-E15-H2-conc50

geom-hor30

geom-ver30

Figure 4. The horizontal and vertical displacement errors and the amplitude errors for the geometric test cases geom-E15-H2-conc50, geom-hor30 and geom-ver30 (from
top to bottom). Vertical profiles (45◦ N) are only shown for relevant cases. Left column: horizontal displacement error, middle column: vertical displacement error, right
column: amplitude error.

well towards the comparandum; note for example they are moved

normally show less drastic differences, so we did not expect the

several degrees eastwards (left panels) and the top is lowered by

algorithm to handle this case well.

one level (right panels). For the more complex filaments around
60◦ W, there are some changes, e. g. it is stretched out further to

The displacement and amplitude errors are shown in Figures 6
and S9. The horizontal displacement errors for these cases should

the east and west, and it is generally thinned out so that the warped
be consistent with the horizontal wind field (Figure S5). For evoforecast more closely matches the comparandum (right panels).

3, the horizontal displacement errors are indeed large along 45◦ N

However, the match is not perfect; it is a fundamental limitation
particularly between the Great Lakes and the North Atlantic,
of the algorithm that it has no mechanism for splitting or merging
consistent with the strong zonal wind. The cyclonic system over
separate filaments, leading to some systematic differences. This
Labrador, however, is not apparent in the horizontal displacement
limitation becomes more apparent in test case evo-12 (Figure S9),
error. This is due to the fact that the plume concentration in this
which reflects the actual evolution over the longer time of 12
area is fairly constant (presumably due to mixing); the algorithm
hours. Here, the structure of the forecast and the comparandum
uses concentration gradients for match detection and is less likely
are already too different, and the algorithm cannot find meaningful
to calculate a non-zero displacement if no strong features are
matches. However, the purpose of the algorithm is not to track
present. The amplitude error is very large near the fire region; the
real changes over time, but compare different forecasts which
model run uses persistent fire emissions so that the comparandum
c 0000 Royal Meteorological Society
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Forecast

Comparandum

Warped Forecast

Difference Warped Forecast – Comparandum

Figure 5. From top to bottom: The forecast, the comparandum, the warped forecast and the difference between the warped forecast and the comparandum for the evo-3
test cases. Left column: Map at 500 hPa; right column: profile at a latitude of 55◦ N.

field has received 3 hours of additional emissions. The amplitude

in Figure S11. The horizontal displacement errors are largest in

error is also generally higher where the concentration is higher due

the fire region, but overall small. The vertical displacement errors

to its definition as a RMS error. For evo-12, the amplitude error is

are generally small and are not obviously related to other features.

similar for the same reasons, but the displacement errors cannot

Again, strong amplitude errors are seen above the fire regions due

sensibly be related to actual model transport, for the reasons

to the model using persistent emissions.

discussed above.

Figure 7 compares the errors for different lead times. As

The calculated errors for the realistic test cases with a lead

expected, the errors get increasingly larger for longer model runs,

time difference of 12 hours (lead-12) are shown in Figure S10

i. e. forecasts that were produced earlier. For the horizontal and

and S11. There are noticeable differences between the forecast

vertical displacement errors (left and middle column of Figure 7),

and the comparandum, particularly in the upper part of the plume

there is also a qualitative change: for the shortest lead time

cross-section near 90◦ W. The warped forecast shows a plume

of 12 hours, there is no clear pattern and the displacement

shape that appears much closer to the comparandum, indicating

errors are small and roughly evenly spread over the domain. For

that the algorithm is able to process the differences in a sensible

the largest lead time of 48 hours, the displacement errors are

way. The resulting displacement and amplitude errors are shown

more consolidated. In the 500 hPa maps, horizontal and vertical
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Horizontal displacement error

Vertical displacement error

Amplitude error

Figure 6. From top to bottom: The horizontal displacement error, the vertical displacment error and the amplitude error for test case evo-3. Left: map at 500 hPa; right
column: profile at a latitude of 55◦ N.

displacements show a similar regional distribution, although they

the systematic errors near the fire regions (amplitude error) and

don’t match completely. The largest horizontal displacement error

meteorological patterns (displacement errors) more pronounced.

is found in an area East of the Great Lakes stretching out into the
North Atlantic. High vertical displacement errors are also seen

5.

Conclusions

in the same region, although the highest vertical errors over the
North Atlantic are a few degrees north of the highest horizontal
displacement. It can be noted that this area is influenced by the
cyclonic system over Labrador and the strong zonal flow around
50◦ N (Figure S5) where we expect the model to have the highest

uncertainty. The amplitude errors show the same pattern for all
lead times as discussed above, with the error increasing with time.

We have developed a method to evaluate forecasts of 3dimensional structures and tested it with forecast of biomass
burning plumes. An advantage of this method is that it can
separate different types of forecast uncertainties. Uncertainties in
the emissions are reflected in the amplitude error; in our test cases
they are highest in the active fire regions. Uncertainties arising
from transport errors are reflected in the displacement error; these
tend to be higher in meteorologically more active regions.

Using the same principle as for the lead test cases, we analysed

In our test cases, we did not find a noticeable vertical

forecasts for all days between 18 and 24 July 2011. Figure 8 shows

component of the displacement error which would reflect errors in

the errors for different lead times, averaged over all days, to test

the injection height of the biomass burning plumes. The injection

if an averaging approach is useful for identifying regions that are

height is generally difficult to model correctly as it depends

more difficult to forecast than others. The qualitative picture is

strongly on the fire dynamics, but as our test cases were based

similar to the lead-12/24/48 test cases. Averaging over different

on a set of simulations from the same model, it is not unexpected

days smoothes out most of the errors for short lead times, but make

that our test cases do not show high vertical displacement
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Lead-12
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Lead-12

Lead-24

Lead-48

Figure 7. The errors for the test cases with different lead times. Left column: horizontal displacement error, middle column: vertical displacement error, right column:
amplitude error. Top panels show the at 500 hPa, the bottom panels the profile 55◦ N.

uncertainties. To clarify the relation between injection height

while it is considerably larger for evo-12. One could therefore say

errors and the calculated vertical displacements, future studies

that a difference in lead time of 48 hours leads to an uncertainty

are needed that compare simulations from different models with

that is comparable to an actual movement of the airmasses over

different emissions scenarios.

3 hours. This interpretation could potentially be developed more

While the magnitude of the displacement errors can be
interpreted in terms of distance (gridpoint), we also note in
passing that one can also find another intuitive interpretation by

stringently into an intuitive measure of model uncertainties, but
this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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